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Amanda is bored with life. She spends hours a day on Facebook, her parents act like they are too

ancient to enjoy life any longer, and her military husband, Ralph, is deployed to Afghanistan. Gideon

is not totally content at home either. His wife, Nina, is a lifetime overachiever and a workaholic. She

has moved her mother into their home so she can have a live-in sitter, and Gideon has fallen to the

bottom of her priority list. On Black Friday 2012, both Amanda and Gideon end up at a Best Buy to

take advantage of the massive price cuts on electronics. When the store opens its door at midnight,

the potential customers rush the glass doors and end up in a brawl. Built-up excitement turns into

mass pandemonium as the police show up in riot gear. Tear gas containers are being tossed

around like lollipops and strangers are beating on each other like a heavyweight fight at the MGM

Grand in Vegas. Amanda and Gideon both end up in the skywalk overlooking the madness and,

even though they are complete strangers to each other, the adrenaline rush overwhelms them and

they discover quick ecstasy among the chaos. After putting their clothes back on, followed by

making formal introductions, they embark on a sexual journey together that re-ignites the flames in

their souls. Both are forced to make choices that they never thought would have to be made;

marriages are placed at risk; heartbreak is inevitable. What starts out merely as casual sex

becomes much more than mere physical attraction and their lives begin to unravel. No matter how

incredible something wrong can make one feel, eventually, Everything Fades Away.
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I spent the last hour reading this book. Dear God, please send mr a man with a heart like Gideon.

Zane your gift is truly immeasurable. Thank you. Shades of who??? Shades of nothing lol.

It's almost not fair. You got these other cats out here trying their best to be the "next" big erotic

writer. Zane comes along, drops an eBook, and puts that in check real quick! This is a short story.

This is an erotic story. This is a short, erotic story. If you had any doubts that Zane could still rock

her erotica roots with everything else she's doing... stop.This story opens with our main character in

pure sexual bliss. Yeah, Amanda has more tongue on her than a salt lick and Gideon is probably

the luckiest man in America. Actually I take that back, I just remembered that hotel scene... Gideon

IS the luckiest man in America. These two are like teenagers that have just discovered sex, and

Zane gives us a very voyeuristic view of their extremely sexual trysts.Yep, even though it's a short

story Zane reminds us that she is still the erotic queen. As if there was ever any doubt.

This book is literally meh at best. The story is really strange to me. I just cant see how two strangers

are just gonna start humping around within a few minutes of meeting. WHERE THEY DO THAT AT?

come on.. I cant get into books like that. I was really disapointed because I really enjoyed Zane's

Addicted book ,this short story is a far cry from that book. Save your coins and just invest in some of

her other full length books.

I am completely shocked that a short story could have so much emotion and depth. I was hesitant to

read this...it took me less than an hour but I am so glad I read it. This was a great story.Always live

in the moment!

I truly enjoyed this short story. It is so ironic how and when true love & certain reality can come in

and exit our lives in an instant. I learned long ago, to appreciate and treasure every precious

moment of life ~ after all, tomorrow is not promised to no one.Happy Reading!

This is one of the best short stories that I've ever read, i was skeptical because most of her works

are so much longer, wasn't sure how she was going fit all of her normal twists and turns into a 44

page short, but it was really good. Definitely worth $2.99 unlike a lot of shorts I've read.

I read this some months ago and just recently read it again . this story was so sad at the end I

wanted to cry . imagine a fairy tale story you fall in love and instead of living happily ever after , the



unthinkable happens !! maybe I'm just an emotional person because I got teary eyed by the end !

Zane created another banger and I loved it !! plus there's lots of sex sex sex !! some steamy sex

scenes in this one !! ;) Good job Zane ! if you follow her work and you thought Afterburn was sad ,

hold on and buckle your seat belts !! Well done Zane well done !

I am not easily surprised and this short story was pure Zane but with a surprise ending .You never

know what to expect fromZane other than the erotica and I liked this story. The main character

(woman) was bold,agressive and decisive in her choices rather than a whimpy, love struck woman

like so many other books portray. Reccommend it.
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